
 TWO INSTITUTIONAL BEST PRACTICES 

 

1. As University is located in the rural Himachal Pradesh areas, waste management is a priority to keep 

the campus pollution free. To keep the campus pollution free waste management of all three kinds is 

taken care of. The solid waste is sorted out into various components some of which are recycled. The 

waste paper (including answer sheets of students) is used for making cardboard for packing and file 

covers. The biodegradable waste is converted into compost in a Drum type composter, while the 

other is used for vermicomposting. The cattle dung is used for the generation of biogas. The plastic 

waste is being tried with cements to make durable bricks/ or is incinerate. All sewerage and liquid 

waste is treated in sewage treatment plant before draining for use in agriculture by farmers of the 

adjoining areas and draining in to the Giri river. Equally the e-waste treated and dumped in the pits 

under the guidance of IT personnels. Several solar plants have been installed with capacity 200 kWp  

to meet power shortfall. Flate plate collector based solar water heating system been installed. Solar 

concentrator based cooking system with capacity of 5,500 residents has been installed. The 

University has received National award of excellence in concentrated solar energy from Ministry of 

Power, coal and renewable Energy. 

 

2. Fully furnished residential form of university both for students and faculty. Situated in the valley of 

divine of peace the campus is providing the safest, drug and pollution free environment and support 

the holistic development of its students. Away from the chaotic environment of cities, a congenital 

environment for mental peace provides best option for quality education. Being residential it 

provides least wastage of time in transport or movement of students which is best utilized in studies. 

Students are encouraged for performing self-less services like doing sewa in Gurdwara, Langar hall, 

Darbar sahib, in hospitals, or for old age people. Spirituality is the basis for the establishment of 

modern Gurukul of the era. The Eternal University with value based education and spiritual 

rejuvenation is creating good global citizens to serve the society with compassion and love. It is one 

of the first exclusive girls and 100% residential in Northern India with fee concession and waivers to 

the girls from economically weaker rural families. The Eternal University has been offering more than 

70 UG, PG and Ph. D. degree courses most suitable to women preference and empowerment, 

inclusive national development and fulfillment of sustainable developmental goals. M. Sc. 

Psychology, B. Lib I. S, B. Sc. IT, , PGD and Renewable Energy. 


